Introduction
Complicated simulation models have been constructed in many disciplines. All (the tropics will be less affected probably). Higher temperatures will cause thermal expansion of the oceans and melting of arctic ice, which raise the sea level. Many more processes, however, are involved; see [9] .
One consequence of a higher sea level is the need to raise the dikes' height in the Netherlands. A survey of the effects for society is given in [5] .
To gain quantitative insight into the greenhouse problem and develop long-term strategies for coping with climatic changes, RIVM Figure 1 .
Note that there are alternative techniques for sensitivity analysis. Latin Hypercube sampling is a Monte Carlo method that is discussed at length in [8] and criticized in [3] ; also see [10, pp. is the firstorder or main effect of factor j, and y~ is the interaction between the factors j and h (that is, the effect of factor j depends on the level of factor h).
Note that the variables in approximation (2) (3) . Then the interaction variable xlxZ has the value (+1) (-1) = -1 in this combination, and so on. Obviously P 0 corresponds to the 'variable' that is + 1 in all combinations. So row i of X equals The simulated output of combination i is y;; see (1) .
Fitting the metamodel to the simulation data, using the least sqwres criterion, yields the estimated parameters
The least squares criterion yields unique estimates only if X is non-singular so that the inverse of (X'X) The user may again evaluate the relative errors e -1 / y i .This procedure is repeated for all i (i=1,...,n).
The errors e can be computed without applying the least squares criterion n times (to n-1 combinations). First no data are eliminated; see (7) . Next [17] . They assume that the errors are not independent but form a stationary process with a specific correlation function. Also see [11] . Figure 1 . This section covers the first module; the next section will discuss the second module.
The oceans show three CO processes, described in [6] . For these processes ten factors are investigated; for example, factor 5 is thickness of ocean layers. For each factor a range is specified by the analysts; for example, factor 5 varies between 3,000 and 4,000 meters but factor 2 (diffusion coefficient) ranges between 3,716 and 5,984 cm 2/second. These variables are standardized, as described by (3) . The analysts list eleven specific interactions that they think might be important; the remaining 34 interactions are neglected. To verify the design the reader should know that the following eleven interactions may be important: 13 
on. So the metamodel is given by (4) with k = 10 and only eleven specific interactions (3 h .
A 'full factorial' design requires 2 11 combinations, which takes too much computer time. The number of effects in the tentative metamodel is: q = 1 + 10 + 11 = 22. Hence a classical 2 k-P design with enough combinations requires: n = 21~P 22 or p 5 (least squares applied to the whole data set requires n q, whereas cross validation requires n > q). There are many 2 10-5 designs. Accounting for the eleven specific interactions, the following design is selected; details are given in [10, pp. 295-300]. Write down all 2 k-p = 2 combinations of the factors 1,2,4,9, and 10. Write down element i of the column for factor 3 as the product of the elements i in the columns for the factors 9 and 10; that is, x 13 = x 19 X i10 with i = 1,..., n and n = 2 k = 2 or in short-hand: 3 = 9
10. This is called a 'generator' of the design. (14) through (16) imply that -t n-~ _ ~3 ~ / ( o 1m) , so if effects are sorted in order of magnitude I ~3 ~ I ~ , , they are sorted in order of significance () t t n, I ), . The central composite design, however, is not orthogonal, because the quadratic effects and the overall mean are not orthogonal. The carbon-dioxide cycle in IMAGE: terrestrial biosphere module
The terrestrial biosphere module is described in [6] . The analysis of this module is presented, because the module contains many input variables, namely k = 62. These variables are described in [18] . There are designs that yield estimators of main effects without bias by possible interactions; moreover, these designs yield estimators of confounded interactions. These designs are called resolution-IV designs (see [10] , p. 301). It can be proven that such designs require at least 2k combinations (so k + 1« n « 1 + k + k(k-l)/2). So [10] and [12] .
